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The graduation season is officially upon us. This means that the hunt for the perfect white dress ending on. A white dress can be perfect for finishing because it will go with any color cap and dress, and even keep you a little cooler if you have an outdoor ceremony. And while it sometimes seems hard to find a good white dress, especially
without breaking the bank, these 25 options all cost less than $100. Whatever your taste - whether you like boho or streamlined or ruffled and lace - there is something for everyone. So if you're willing to find the perfect dress ending (which you can totally wear all summer, too), click to find it among these 25 chic yet inexpensive options.
Training a dog can be one of the most fulfilling - and sometimes frustrating - experiences for pet owners, and the best dog training collars can be an important learning tool. A basic flat collar may be all you need during your dog's workout, especially if they don't pull hard. But if you need more control over your dog as you teach them basic
skills, your trainer may recommend using a martingal collar, front harness fastening, or head collar on walks. Always remember that the tool can not replace training, but it can help make walking safer and more enjoyable until your dog is completely masters of leash walking. As you shop for the collar, look for products that adapt to the
skills and needs of your dog at the moment. A simple flat collar is the gold standard and it should be that you and your dog work towards with your training. Ideally, if your dog is calm and focused, a flat collar will be all you need as you exercise. But many dogs struggle to learn not to pull or jump around when on a leash, and if this is the
case with your puppy, your trainer can recommend a collar or use that redirects your dog's movement and keeps your dog (and others) safe in public while your puppy raises these vital walking skills on a leash. And if your dog has a narrow head, you can choose an adjustable martingal collar that they won't be able to slip out as easily as
you train. Aversive collars like prong and bark collars also exist, but reverse collars are controversial at best and can even have long-term negative effects, so you won't find any of these collars on this list. What you will find is a simple flat collar and three other tools that can be useful as you train your dog.1A Basic flat collar for everyday
use of Blueberry Pet Classic Dog CollarAmazonA flat collar (also called a collar buckle), This dog collar is an important tool in dog training and it can be all you need if your dog is calm and focused. When dealing with more energetic or distracted dogs, a basic flat collar can come in handy for learning basic indoor leash-walking skills
before progressing outdoors. You may find that you want a pair of different collars or seat belts Your dog while working on basic training. If so, it may be worth having a flat collar that is easy to snap on and off, even if you only keep your dog's ID tags. It's always important to have identification on your dog when you exercise and there's
any possibility they'll get loose - and this collar is perfect for the job. This sturdy nylon collar is easy to snap on and off and comes in a bunch of colors and sizes, including ones you can customize with your phone number. Blueberry Pet also makes a reflective flat collar to help keep dogs visible in low light conditions. Positive Amazon
review: We live near the ocean and my dog, Joey LOVE, run in the waves. Salt water is known to be a lot of materials, but this collar seems strong enough to resist this, Joey rolling in the sand and his numerous walks on a leash. [...] Most parts (clasp, buckles, etc.) are durable but flexible plastic. The only metal is the leash loop and/or
license/ID/rabies. Available Dimensions: X-Small to Large2A Martingale collar, which prevents dogs from slipping LoosePetSafe Martingale dog collar with a quick Snap BuckleAmazonIf you have a dog with a narrow head (such as a greyhound), or you are looking for more safety and control than a flat collar offers, your trainer can
recommend a collar like a PetSafe Martingale Dog Collar. Martingale collars look very similar to flat collars, except that they are designed with an extra loop that allows them to tighten and loosen with your dog's movements. This tightening prevents dogs from stepping back out of their collars and getting loose, which can be dangerous
when training outdoors. Always make sure that the martingale collar is properly fit, so it won't hurt your dog even when completely tightened. PetSafe Martingale Dog Collar is also available in six attractive colors. Amazon's Positive Review: You need a martingale collar to work with a thick fur neck rough collie and a thin face. This collar
does not catch on their fur and they cannot retreat from it. Great for training! Available Dimensions: Petite to Large3A front-attach Harness for dogs that Pull2 Dogs Design Freedom No Pull Dog HarnessAmazonIf you have a determined leash-pull at home and the tension from the regular collar does nothing to stop them, your trainer can
suggest front fasteners use to make your walks more enjoyable while you continue to train. This 2 Dogs Design Freedom does not pull the dog to use redirects the center of your dog to you when they pull, thereby preventing them from charging forward (and potentially causing serious neck). It has two loops to connect the leash to: one in
front and one in the back. You can use any of them feels better for you and your puppy, or you can try using a double leash that simultaneously connects to both loops for extra extra (You can also purchase both a harness and a leash together for just a few bucks.) This harness seems great because it's simple and streamlined and has a
soft velvet lining on the strap that sits behind your feet to prevent shabby, but if your dog needs a harness with thicker straps, try this soft one instead. This 2 Dogs Design use is available in six sizes and 19 colors. If your dog is big chewing, you can appreciate that the manufacturer will replace up to two chewed straps for the shipping
cost. Positive Amazon review: I love these straps. I have three and they work better than any other no pull straps on the market. The key is a strap between the front legs combined with a thick durable fabric. The strap between the legs does not allow the dog to ignore the front clip as they can with some seat belts and it is worth the price.
Available Dimensions: XS - XXL4A head collar to help you guide your DogPetSafe Gentle Leader HeadcollarAmazonThe PetSafe Gentle Leader Head Collar features similarly to the halter you'd put on a horse. Its design gives you control over your dog's head and therefore the rest of their body. Trainers sometimes recommend this kind
of collar for jet dogs that pull or lunge, or for owners of very large dogs. Before using the head of the halter, consult an expert who can help determine if this can be a useful tool for your dog, teach you how to properly and safely enter and use it, and adjust the fit so that your dog doesn't slip out of it or accidentally get injured wearing it. As
with any exercise tool, always continuously builds up your dog's training outside of tool use - and always sure to be very gentle! The delicate leader comes in five sizes and eight colors. Positive Amazon review: I use GL and recommend them to my dog training customers. They don't teach your dog anything, but they do make a great
management tool while you work on training issues. GL is great for managing: jet dogs, dogs that pull, dogs that eat non-food items on walks, overly excited dogs. Available dimensions: Petite for X-Large This dress is so easy to make, and the possibilities are endless: camouflage, princess, bling, sports, trains, Elmo, Christmas, Easter,
etc. Baby in the hospital is a terrible thing, so all you can do to make them feel better worth doing. Scratch the ribbon on the collar with a very simple knot. Continue to add ribbons to the collar using the colors randomly. Sometimes check the distance between the ribbons and move them if some spots on the collar are too rarely decorated.
Your collar is now finished and ready to put on your The only aspect of this ible I would change would be to use a wider tape. The tape I used was 1/2. I felt that the tape did not hang very well, and the wider, heavier tape would have looked better The first job was to make How wide and long to make your stripes. Width - To set the width, I
used my old collar and with the help of a pair of wickets I put them on the width of the existing skin. If you make a collar from scratch, then just measure the buckle and D ring to get the width the skin needed. Length - In order to work out the length of the collar needed, you can either use your existing collar as a guide or carefully measure
around your dog neck. Don't make it too tight and you should let the slightly trim ends (don't cut yet) you need 2 strips of skin for the top and bottom, on one of the strips, allow for an extra 2 inches as you don't want to join where the buckle is attached. To cut my skin, I cut a thin strip off my piece of tan, so I knew I was starting with a
straight edge. I then tagged the first strap, using my callipers, running them carefully down the freshly cut edges to get a nice clean strap marked. Gently cut the first strap with a sharp knife and straight edge. Now using the calipers again, mark and cut the second piece of skin. If you don't have callipers, then just carefully measure the
correct width and make your marks using an awl and straight edge. Getty Images Definition of a ball gown: The ball gown is a floor-length dress that will be worn in formal, black tie and white tie cases. It is the most formal (and quirky!) type of dress, and traditionally has a full skirt and fitted bodice. Because of their elegant nature, ball
gowns are usually made in luxurious or expensive fabrics like silk, taffeta and velvet, and can be trimmed with pearls, gemstones or intricate, hand embroidery. However, with the rise of fast fashion and the desire of more people to emulate the look of the runway and the red carpet, dress-style dresses are also available in more affordable
fabrics and styles from stores like Macy's, Bloomingdales, Cash and more. Ahead, learn a little about the history of ball gowns and when they are usually worn today. Dior and models. Getty Images /Fred Ramage For very formal occasions like balls, parties, royal receptions, and sometimes wedding-ball gowns can be worn with opera
gloves and good jewelry (think real diamonds and other gems.) This style of clothing, a modern ball gown, is typical of Christian Dior's New Look, which debuted in 1947. Since then, De La Renta (and its eponymous brand) has been a trend setter in the world of elegant fashion dresses. Getty Images/Fraser Harrison High-end haute
couture designers almost always show at least one dress as part of their seasonal runway collections. Brands such as Valentino, Oscar de la Renta, Elie Saab, Naem Khan, Marchesa and Christian Dior are among the The best suppliers of dresses and ball gowns. These dresses are worn by socialites, celebrities and royalty for official
events and red carpet appearances. Frida Pinto in Cannes. Getty Getty / Vittorio zunino Celotto Because celebrity culture and red carpet performances have become such a fixture in modern media, ball gowns and formal dresses have become an integral part of many collections of designers and their styles have become more diverse,
including high low hem, simple panels, trains and crevices. For celebrities, royalty and socialite, ball gowns may be required for events throughout the year. You will often see the most elegant types of dresses at the Cannes Film Festival, Academy Awards, Golden Globes and other major awards ceremonies and events. Above, Frida
Pinto wears an Oscar de la Renta dress on the red carpet in Cannes, France. Getty Images/Bethany Clark If you have a prom coming up, you might want to consider a ball gown for a big night. However, keep in mind that some high school prom dress codes are less formal than others. You can have a pow-wau with your girlfriends to see
how dress they want to be and go from there. It is safe to say, however, that if your date wears a tuxedo, you should wear a long formal dress to match his level of effort. Need more tips on what guys should wear to prom? queen Elizabeth II and Grace Kelly. Getty Images/Fox Photos, Bettmann No wonder here, ball gowns have been a
fixture of the royal wardrobe since the dawn of the monarchies many centuries ago. Their styles, of course, have evolved and changed over time, but lavish details, rich colors and luxurious materials are a staple of royal dresses. Above you can see queen Elizabeth II and Grace Kelly both wearing traditional ball gowns with full skirts and
fitted bodice. Today, members of the royal family, such as The Duchess Kate Middleton, are introducing more modern silhouettes into royal attire; She prefers designers like Alexander McKuin, Elie Saab and even up-and-comers for her elegant engagements. Poppy Delevingne. Getty Images/Neil Mockford/Alex Huckle/Stringer When it
comes to wedding dresses, nothing makes a statement quite like a ball gown. Dramatic dresses with full skirts and trains have long been a classic look for brides, and the silhouette doesn't show the sign going away anytime soon. Brides can choose a strapless look, or one that includes sleeves, illusion neckline, halter style or thin
spaghetti straps. One of our favorite wedding ball gowns of late was a beautiful lace dress with a long train, worn by Poppy Delevingne in a lavish ceremony in England. England.
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